
7.3 Why have there been new causes and types
of crime from 1900 to today?

Crime during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries
Continuity Minor crimes such as petty theft, Change The appearance of specific crimes such as transport
together with violent crimes such as robbery, crime; the trend towards violent crimes such as hooliganism
assault and murder, continued little changed from and terrorism; and some new crimes which resulted from
previous centuries developments in technology, such as computer crimes

Crime figures have risen sharply since 1900 but much of this increase
is associated with the increased reporting and recording of crime,
improved policing methods and the improved use of scientific
technology to detect crime.

The 1920ssaw the beginnings of massproduction in the car industry.
Between 1924 and 1936, car prices fell by over 50 per cent, which made
them affordable to the middle classes.This increase in the number of
cars on the road led to new laws for regulating motorised transport.

Important road traffic legislation
1930 Compulsory motor insurance brought in
1934 30 m.p.h speed limit introduced
1935 New compulsory driving test
1956 Yellow lines introduced to restrict parking
1967 Breathalyser introduced to help reduce drink-driving offences
1977 70 m.p.h. speed limit introduced on dual carriageways and 60

m.p.h. on single carriageways
1991 Law of 'causing death by driving under the influence of alcohol

and drugs' introduced
2003 Law banning the use of hand-held mobile phones while driving

introduced

Key terms

Mass production -the
manufacture of goods on a
large scale using a standardised
mechanical process

~Breathalyser - machine that
1 tests blood alcohol levels in at motorist's breath
...............................................................................

Revision task
1 Give three reas~·~~..~~..~~·~·I·~;·~....····l

i the rise in transport crime since i
[. the 1920s. !
...............................................................................



Motoring offences have now grown into one of the biggest categories
of crime and involve people from all social classes.

Common motoring offences/crimes

Road traffic Dangerousand carelessdriving;parkingviolations;
offences speeding;car theft; road rage; joyriding; car-jacking
Documentation Driving without a driving licence; no car insurance;
offences no vehicle tax; no MOT
Accidents Failing to stop after an accident; failing to report an

accident
Alcohol/drug- Driving while being over the legal limit for alcohol
related offences consumption; refusing to give a roadside breath

test; refusing to supply specimens for analysis
In-car safety Not wearing a seatbelt; using a hand-held mobile
violations phone while driving

Dramatic advances in computing technology have provided criminals
with new opportunities for crime. While many of these types of
cybercrime are new, others are simply new versions of old crimes.

Key terms ·.. · .. ··· .. · .. · .. · · ·.. · .. ···1

1 Road rage - anger or violence
l between drivers, often caused by
1 difficult driving conditions

l Joyriding - stealing a vehicle
l and driving fast and dangerouslyi for fun
1 Car-jacking - stealing
~ someone's car, while they are
l in it, by using physical force orl threats
~MOT - a compulsory annual test
l for all road vehicles over threet years old..............................................................................

Key term

Examples of cybercrimes

Hacking Gaining unauthorised accessto the private records of individuals, organisations or
governments

Spam Sending bulk emails for commercial purposes

Phishing scams Using spoof emails to trick people into revealing important information, for instance,
an email that looks like it is from your bank and asks for your account details

Fraud and identity Stealing a person's identity and pretending to be somebody else; stealing money
theft from bank accounts via the Internet

Copyright infringement Illegally downloading music and film; other forms of criminal piracy

Malicious software Deliberately introducing a computer virus to damage or destroy information held on
other computers

Sexual crimes Child grooming through the use of chatrooms and social networks; the sharing of
illegal images of children; harassment through sharing images without consent

Cyberbullying Repeated threatening and hostile behaviour through Internet and smartphone use
to intimidate and hurt another person

The trend towards violent crime

Britain has lived with the fear of terrorist activity since the 1960s.
Terrorists use a range of methods to push their political demands.
These have included hijackings, assassinations,taking hostages,
bombings, suicide attacks and arson attacks.

In Britain the most serious threat has come from the IRA. Between
1969 and 2001 over 3526 people were killed in terrorist violence in
Northern Ireland and on the British mainland:

• In October 1984 a bomb exploded in the Grand Hotel in Brighton in
an attempt to blow up members of the British Cabinet.

• In June 1996 an IRA bomb exploded in the Arndale Shopping
Centre in Manchester, injuring 212 people.

Key terms
u :

j Terrorist - someone who uses
~ violent action, or threats of violentI action, for political purposes

liRA - the Irish Republican Army,
l a paramilitary organisation which
~ aims to make Northern Ireland
l independent of the UK and joint with the Republic of Ireland
...............................................................................



In Wales several nationalist groups fighting for a more independent
Wales have carried out terrorist acts:

• Mudiad Amdduffyn Cymru or MAC (Movement for the Defence of
Wales)was active between 1963 and 1969. MAC activists bombed
official government buildings in Cardiff and pipes carrying water to
Liverpool.

• Meibian GlyndWr(Sonsof GlyndWr)carried out arson attacks on
English-owned holiday homes in Wales between 1979 and 1994.

Internationally, terrorist groups like the PlO and the Baader Meinhof
gang were active during the late twentieth century. More recently
groups like al-Qaeda have been responsible for terrorist attacks such
as the 9/11 attacks on 11 September 2001 on the World Trade Center
in New York. Some of these groups have operated within the UK:

• The PanAM Flight 103 was blown up over Lockerbie, Scotland,
in December 1988, an event thought to be the work of Libyan
terrorists linked to the regime of Colonel Gaddafi.

• The 717 attacks on 7 July 2005 involved a seriesof co-ordinated
suicide bomb attacks on London's public transport network which
were linked to al-Qaeda.

Hooligans are often members of gangs, like belonging to a tribe, and
violence is accepted as the norm. Football hooliganism occurred
throughout the twentieth century but became a particular problem
from the 1970s onwards:

• It often involved gangs of rival supporters fighting each other or
attacking property.

• In 1985 fighting between British and Italian fans caused a wall to
collapse in the Heysel Stadium in Belgium, killing 38 people.

In 1998 a Special Police Unit was set up to deal with football crime.
It became the UK Football Policing Unit in 2005. Rival fans are now
kept apart in grounds, seats have replaced stands, and banning orders
have been used. Police now use CCTV, mounted officers and even
helicopters to monitor football crowds.

Drug trafficking became more prominent during the late twentieth
century. Planes,boats, trucks and people (mules) are used by gangs to
smuggle illegal drugs into the UK. Drug gangs operate on their own
'turf' and use violence to protect their patch from rival gangs. All of
this has increased gun and knife crime. Drug addiction has resulted in
the increase of certain crimes such as burglary, mugging and robbery.

As well as being associated with drug gangs, gun and knife crime
is often linked to juvenile gangs. Gang members carry knives and
sometimes guns as protection. Gun crime in England and Wales
increased by 90 per cent between 1999 and 2009. In 2008 there were
277 deaths from stabbings in England and Wales.

Key terms

!~~~~::'~o~~I;~~;:;~~~;~;;c:I::·

i and represent Palestinians and
i to establish an independent! Palestinian state

~AI-Qaeda - a global militant
1 Islamist organisation founded by
t. Osama bin Laden in 1989..............................................................................

•;S"iN i" )
1 Hooligan - a person who acts in ~
~ a violent way and causes damage, ~
( often without thinking )
...............................................................................

.3dNi·II'..·....···...··........····..··...·..·..··....····)
l Mule (drug trafficking) - a l
i person who agrees to carry illegal ~
1 drugs into another country in ~
i return for payment i
. ...

Revision task
i Define cybercrime, ·~~·r;~·:;~~:···············l:.:::

1 hooliganism, drug-related crime,
l. and gun and knife crime.
. .


